TEC provides major cost savings through our full range of supply-chain services

TEC offers multiple solutions to help you manage your warehouse inventory. From sourcing a single product category—such as wire or transformers—to completely managing your warehouse system, our Strategic Sourcing Alliances offer scalable solutions that can be implemented for any size business. Leverage our expertise and the latest technology to save time and money through increased efficiency and decreased material and overhead costs.

**Sole Source Alliance**

*TEC provides a single source for materials purchasing*

- TEC uses its customers’ combined buying power to provide low, fixed-margin pricing on a single product category
- TEC provides a single point of contact to streamline your purchasing process

**Vendor-Managed Inventory (VMI) Alliance**

*TEC manages your total procurement process*

- TEC uses its customers’ combined buying power to provide low, fixed-margin pricing on your entire inventory
- TEC purchases your current warehouse inventory and handles all future procurement
- TEC installs barcoding and automated replenishment systems, which use state-of-the-art forecasting technology to manage your inventory flow

**Total Warehouse Alliance**

*TEC owns inventory and material handling assets, manages warehouse staffing and operations*

- TEC uses its customers’ combined buying power to provide low, fixed-margin pricing on your entire inventory
- TEC purchases your current warehouse inventory and handles all future procurement
- TEC purchases your warehouse equipment and supplies and handles all future facilities management
- TEC installs barcoding and automated replenishment systems, which use state-of-the-art forecasting technology to manage your inventory flow
- TEC manages all warehouse staff

Contact us to learn more about the advantages of TEC’s Strategic Sourcing Alliances.